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Jennifer Duggan

It is a great honor for me to write this first opening article of Data
Basics as the 2013 SCDM Chair. I must say that after being involved
in the Society for many years now it is very rewarding to be able to
serve all of you and contribute, along with you, to the betterment of
our profession and to SCDM.
The 2013 Board of Trustees – including the new Board members
Teresa Ancukiewicz, Jaime Baldner, Debra Jendrasek, Melissa Lamb,
Derek Perrin and Demetris Zambas - hit the road running and met in
January to define the strategic objectives and priorities for the coming
years. We are all very determined to making SCDM the world’s leading advocate for the discipline of clinical data management, through
the following key focus areas of activity:
• Evolve the demographic of the SCDM membership to
increase the levels of advocacy and influence across industry

Teresa Ancukiewicz, CCDM
Sr. Manager, CDM
Boston Scientific

• Increase the positive impact of exposure to SCDM

Jaime Baldner, CCDM

• Increase worldwide recognition through
interactive relationships with regulatory agencies

Manager, Clinical Data
Management
Genentech

• Increase the value of CCDM© certification

Suresh Keshav Bowalekar,
Ph.D.
PharmaNet

All Trustees then engaged in developing related goals, keeping in
mind that most of those would actually be implemented and delivered
by SCDM Committees and Task Forces.
The volunteer structure of SCDM was therefore revisited in order to
fit needs and priorities. A clearer and more straightforward structure
would indeed build a more efficient platform for meeting the leadership’s objectives and ensuring better overall communication.
The organizational chart in the next page, already published in the
March issue of Data Connections, reflects the new structure in place.
Some groups referred to as Task Forces in the past were recognized
as standing Committees, playing a long-term role in the Society’s functioning. The expectations related to all groups were also clarified, so
that all volunteers engaged in any SCDM project are aware of the
implications of their involvement.

Continued on page 3
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Executive Committee

Board of Trustees
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EDC/eSource TF
Membership Committee
Education
GCDMP Committee
Webinar Committee
GCDMP TF

Online Course
Committee

We invite all of you to embark on growing SCDM globally by
serving on our Committees and Task Forces; many groups will be
welcoming new members in the coming weeks and we would be
delighted to have you on board. All the necessary information
regarding the opened positions and the application process is
posted on the SCDM web site.
On another note, you will notice that starting with this issue
of Data Basics, the publication will present a wide variety of
themes, unlike the issues you received in 2012 which were each
focusing on a single topic. This change was decided by the
Editorial Board in collaboration with the Board of Trustees, with
the intention to make your quarterly journal more dynamic and
appealing to all of you in your professional diversity. We hope
you will like the new editorial approach and that it will encourage you to share your contributions for publication - whatever
the subject may be.
As you can see, 2013 has already seen many innovations and
changes in SCDM and there is more to come – including the
very first SCDM event outside of the United States! Recognizing
the importance of enhancing clinical data management in India,
the Board of Trustees decided to organize the first SCDM Asia
Conference located in Mumbai, India, on May 31 and June
1, 2013. Visit www.scdm.org for more details and to register.
As the SCDM Chair this year I am extremely proud and excited
to see all these new developments, and hope that you will want
to embark with us on these initiatives to advance our discipline
and enrich your professional life with new experiences.

Jennifer Duggan
2013 Chair,
Board of Trustees
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Letter from the Editors
Around this time of the year here, and in the other

eClinical Technology is FDA Compliant” by Price.

parts of the world, spring has finally arrived. This is

You would be part of the editing process of an article

the time that some people resume activities that were

provides a refresh of data management such as “The

put aside during the cold winter months like running,

Randomization in Clinical Trials: What Should A Data

bike riding, or tending gardens. Others take on trying

Manager Know?” by Han and Yan. Becoming a mem-

new interests, such as learning to play an instrument.

ber of the Publications Team is an exciting and reward-

Others decide to take on extracurricular activities to

ing professional experience.

fulfill professional growth. So here’s a chance to fulfill

The informative contents of this Spring 2013 publica-

your professional growth with the following profes-

tion would not be possible without contributions from

sional opportunity.

members like you. We are aware the amount of work

The Publications Team is looking for new members.

it requires to draft, finalize, and gain approval for your

We would like to invite anyone who has ever thought

articles. The Publications Team thanks you for your in-

Task Force Co-leader
Gilead Sciences, Inc.
206.832.2016
chandra.wooten@gilead.com

of becoming part of the team that produces a quar-

terest, hard work and most of all, your desire to share

Margarita Strand, CCDM

terly publication of articles submitted by members like

your knowledge. We always have a sense of pride

you, to join us. The Publications Team is comprised of

each time the publication is sent to SCDM member-

members of professionals from different companies.

ship, because it represents a collaborative work from

Not only would you get to be a part of the review

professionals from different organizations. We know

team for article submissions, you may become co-

that it has the power to make difference to some of our

editor for future issues. You would also be able to

readers. The articles we publish may challenge you to

build relationships with other professionals as you

change the status-quo in your department. We strive

Amgen
805.447.5729
rehanab@amgen.com

creatively work side-by-side to prepare issues for pub-

through Data Basics to make a difference; the differ-

Kit Howard, CCDM

lication. As a member, you would get to be involved

ence is to inspire you to be better, or take up a new

in publishing the article from Schroeder and Roberts

interests. And we hope that this issue would be the

describing eDiary technology in managing patients

starting point of that for you.

reported events. You would get an early glimpse on
the article “Targeted Monitoring – Where Technology
Can Help” by Love and “Top 10 Ways to Ensure Your

Rey Wong & Michelle Nusser-Meany
Data Basics Co-Editors

Editorial Board

(also known as Publications
Taskforce)

Chandra Wooten

Task Force Co-leader
Novartis Pharmaceuticals
Corporation
862.778.2923
margarita.strand@novartis.com

Rehana Blunt

Kestrel Consultants, Inc.
734.576.3031
kit@kestrelconsultants.com

Lynda L. Hunter, CCDM

PRA International
913.410.2065
hunterlynda@praintl.com

Frank McDonald

Start your learning early in 2013! Join us for the first online course of the year and
learn all about Selecting and Implementing Electronic Data Capture (EDC).

Gilead Sciences, Inc.
650.522 2458
frank.mcdonald@gilead.com

For more information and to register, please see the website here

Michelle Nusser-Meany, CCDM

2013 Course Schedule
Selecting and Implementing Electronic Data Capture (EDC)

14 January - 10 February

Metrics and Identifying Data Trends

18 February - 17 March

Data Standards in Clinical Research

18 March - 21 April

Managing Clinical Trials Utilizing Electronic Data Capture

01 April - 28 April

Data Quality in Clinical Research

22 April - 19 May

Developing Data Management Plans

06 May - 09 June

Project Management for the Data Manager

03 June - 30 June

SAE Reconciliation, Safety Review and Coding

24 June - 21 July

Processing Lab Data

30 September - 03 November

Database Lock and Randomization

14 October - 10 November

CRF Design

08 December

2013 Webinar Schedule
Clinical Data Management – State of the Industry

January 31

FDA Update

February 21

Coding – The Foundation of Clinical Data Management

March 21 & 28

CDISC

April 18

Pharmacovigilence – Safety in Clinical Trials

May 16 & 23

Database Lock – Closing the Deal

June 20 & 27

Regulation around the World

October 17 & 2

Risk-based Quality Management
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FOR THE LATEST
eCOA WEBINAR
register at www.crfhealth.com/register

SOPHISTICATED eCOA SOLUTIONS DON’T HAVE TO BE COMPLICATED. IN FACT, THEY’RE
BETTER when they’re not. That’s why our TrialMax® platform supports patient diaries that are
intuitive and easy to use, allowing them to quietly fit into real lives and deliver industry leading
compliance rates. Just one more reason why we’re preferred by patients and sites across the
world.
WWW.CRFHEALTH.COM

Randomization in Clinical Trials: What Should a Data Manager Know?
By Beibei Han MS and Charles Yan, CCDM, PhD Pfizer (China) Research and Development Center Shanghai, China

Abstract
Data managers are primarily responsible
for the data quality in the clinical trial process1. Randomization refers to the process
of randomly allocating subjects into one
of the treatment arms of a controlled trial.
Treatment allocations should be concealed
until the time of randomization, sometimes
called blinded randomization. In controlled
clinical trials, blinding is another cardinal feature. Blinding itself preserves the benefits of randomization by preventing the biased assessment of outcomes (i.e. measurement bias). Due to the controlled study
requirement, the randomization and blind breaking process are handled by an independent team located in a different functional group,
i.e. technical support team or randomization team, depending on
the company setting. Therefore randomization becomes, to a certain
degree, mysterious to the data manager. Furthermore, randomization is easily confused with the blinding of treatments. In this article,
we will help the data manger understand the randomization in clinical trials with a focus on the process; the creation, maintenance, and
release of randomization schedules.

Introduction:
The objective of the clinical trial is to evaluate the efficacy of a drug
or a procedure in the treatment or prevention of disease. Commonly,
we compare a new drug with the one currently in use or, if no such
drug exits, to a placebo (inert substance). In the simplest trial design,
one group receives a new treatment as the investigation group and
the other group receives standard therapy or placebo as the control
group. The subjects are followed over the same time period to determine if there are differences in the outcome of interest between the
treatment and control groups. The investigator has direct control over
the assignment of subjects to study groups, which is the main difference from observational studies. When a clinical trial’s results are
affected by human choices or other factors not related to the treatment being tested, then bias has occurred. For non-randomized trials,
investigators can choose which subjects to assign to which groups.
There is a chance that some investigators might assign healthier subjects to the treatment group and sicker subjects to the control group,
which might affect trial results. The different outcomes between the
different treatment groups can be explained as either the real effect of a drug or chance or bias due to factors other than the drug.
If the characteristics of two different groups (treatment or placebo)
are as similar as possible to each other (for instance, age group,
gender ratio, along with the other characteristics – like the severity
or progress of the disease), the statistical results can conclude that
the observed differences between the two groups were most likely
due to the real effect of the treatment. The random assignment of the
subject into one of the treatment groups helps prevent selection bias.
Thus, randomization eliminates the source of bias in treatment assignments; facilitates blinding the type of treatments to the investigator,
subjects, and evaluators; and permits the use of probability theory to
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guarantee the validity of statistical tests. There are two components
to randomization: the generation of a random sequence or randomization schedule and its implementation.

Basic Requirement for Randomization:
As an official process, randomization must be validated and well tested
before it is implemented. Randomization requires non-predictability,
balance, simplicity and reproducibility. Non-predictability assures that
each subject has the same chance of receiving any one of the treatments and to ensure that allocation is carried out using a chance mechanism so that neither the subject nor the investigator will know in advance
which group will be assigned. This concealment process is critical in preventing selection bias, the potential for investigators to manipulate who
gets what treatment. Balance means that the treatment groups are of a
similar size and constitution, alike in all important risk factors with the
only difference being the intervention each group receives. In addition,
randomization requires generating the randomization schedules which
should be reproducible and easy to implement for investigator/staff.

Randomization Methods:
Generation of the randomization code can be achieved using one of
a variety of procedures. Here we will briefly describe the common
types of randomization methods.

Simple Randomization:
Simple randomization is the most basic method to assign a subject
to a treatment group, like tossing a coin, each side with probability
of 50%, either ‘head’ or ‘tail’ would allocate the subject to group A
or group B. This is easy to implement and unpredictable2. However,
for a small group size, such as 10 subjects, this method can cause
an unbalanced allocation. For example, for two treatments (A and
B) with allocation on a 1:1 basis, it may actually result in 4 subjects
being randomized to A and 6 subjects to B with an allocation ratio
of 2:3 (Table 1). Considering the issue of concealment, validation
and reproducibility, simple randomization is not usually performed in
clinical trials with small sample size.
Table 1.
Example Simple Randomization
Randomization number

Treatment Scheduled

1001

A

1002

A

1003

B

1004

B

1005

B

1006

B

1007

A

1008

A

1009

B

1010

B

Continued on page 7
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Permuted Block Randomization:
Block randomization is used to improve the
disadvantages of the simple randomization
method as described above. When using
block randomization, each block will have
the same numbers of treatment (i.e. A and
B) but the treatment orders will be randomly
permuted3. The number in each block is the
block size, and the ratio between treatment A
and treatment B ensures the allocation is well
balanced within each block. For example, if
block size is 4 and the ratio is 2:2, then there
will be a total of 6 different combinations for
each block which can be assigned for 24
subjects (Table 2).
Block size depends on the number of treatments (should be at least 2x number of treatments). Block size should be short enough to
prevent imbalance, but long enough to prevent guessing allocation in trials3.

might be smoking status and age group.
Thus the stratum can be set as:
‘1’ for smoking, age between 20-40
‘2’ for smoking, age > 40
‘3’ for non-smoking, age between 20-40
‘4’ for non-smoking, age > 40
Within each stratum, a set of permuted
blocks is generated with block size as 4 and
ratio as 2:2 (Table 3). In this example, strati-

Scheduled

1

1001

A

1

1002

A

B

1

1003

B

1004

B

1

1004

B

1005

B

2

1005

B

1006

B

2

1006

B

1007

A

2

1007

A

1008

A

2

1008

A

1009

A

1

2001

A

1010

B

1

2002

B

1011

A

1

2003

A

1012

B

1

2004

B

1013

A

2

2005

A

1014

B

2

2006

B

1015

B

2

2007

B

1016

A

2

2008

A

1017

B

1

3001

B

1018

A

1

3002

A

1019

A

1

3003

A

1020

B

1

3004

B

1021

B

2

3005

B

1022

A

2

3006

A

1023

B

2

3007

B

1024

A

2

3008

A

1

4001

B

1

4002

B

1

4003

A

1

4004

A

2

4005

A

2

4006

B

2

4007

A

2

4008

B

Treatment
Scheduled

Stratum

Block

1

6

1001

A

1

1002

A

1003

4

4

1

3

Stratified Randomization:

DATA BASICS

Treatment

number

Randomization
number

AA_ _ must be BB.

7

Randomization

Permutation

3

ABA_: must be B.

5

6

2

5

Table 2.
Permuted Block Randomization with
block size of 4
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Continued on page 8

Block

2

To better prevent selection bias, block size
should be blind to the clinical team running
the trial and to the investigators. If blocking
is not masked in open-label trials, the sequence becomes somewhat predictable (e.g.
2n= 4):

Imbalanced randomization in numbers
of subjects reduces statistical power, but
an imbalance in prognostic factors is also
problematic when estimating treatment effect. A trial may not be valid if the treatment
is not well balanced across prognostic factors. Stratified randomization is a method in
which the prognostic factors are considered
in the permuted block randomization. The
subjects can be divided into several subgroups based on the prognostic factors so
each subgroup will be alike. The strata used
for dividing should be mutually exclusive so
every subject can be assigned to only one
stratum. After stratification, a set of permuted blocks is generated for each stratum.
Thus, permuted block randomization method
is applied within each stratum.For example:
in a lung cancer trial, stratification factors

fication will add to the credibility of the outcome by ensuring a treatment balance over
these known prognostic factors. Otherwise,
it would be very difficult to conclude whether
the outcome is due to smoking status, age or
the treatment itself.

Table 3.
Stratification
randomization with
block size of 4

2

3

4

Return to Cover
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Randomization Process:

Randomization Schedule:
Creation
and Implementation
In practice, randomization requires generat-

ing the randomization schedule and implementing it for eligible subjects, ideally in a
way so that the people entering the subjects
into the study are not aware of the sequence4.
The randomization schedule is a list or a file
to show the order in which subjects will be
assigned to the treatments based on the
study design. A formal request for the randomization schedule cannot be sent unless
the study protocol has been finalized and approved by all necessary IRBs5. It is required
to use a validated software/application, in
which various factors and randomization
types (as described above) can be realized
to meet the study randomization needs. In
addition, a set of standard operating procedures (SOPs) for the generation, implementation, and administration of the randomization
is required to ensure the integrity of a clinical
trial (Figure 1).

Generation of a randomization schedule
usually includes obtaining random numbers
and assigning random numbers to subjects
or treatment conditions. Random numbers
can be generated by software or can come
from a random number table found in most
statistics textbooks. For most randomized
controlled trials, randomization must be
processed by a validated application. In general, clinician(s) and biostatistician(s) need
to discuss the selection of the randomization
method and necessary information needed
to generate the randomization schedule.
The randomization method employed for
the study should be described in detail in
the study protocol without disclosure of the
block size, if permuted block randomization
is used. The other study design related information, such as blind or open, stratification
or not, block numbers, and ratios, should
be provided to support the randomization

schedule creation. After approval of the
protocol where the stratification factors are
considered and the randomization method
is decided, the randomization schedule can
be requested. Before a production instance
of the randomization file is created, a file
should be generated to the study team for
testing and approval. This is to ensure all
the study level requirements on the randomization are fully satisfied. The final randomization schedule should be independently
verified before it is applied in production
(Figure 1). The final randomization schedule can be distributed in a sealed envelope
to the study site or loaded into Interactive
Voice & Web Response Service (IVRS or
IWRS). Sealed envelopes are commonly
used in open-label studies or single blind
studies, and occasionally for double blind
studies. When using envelopes to distribute
randomization, all the envelopes should be
identical. Each one will have the study ID
and a sequential number on it. Inside each

Testing failed

Request the
randomization
schedule

Rand file storage

Rand file release

Creation of test
randomization file

Testing the file

Test rand file
approval

Rand file
for production

Indepedent QC

Generation of
Rand file for
production

Implementation

Sealed envelop

IVRS/IWRS

Figure 1: Randomization Schedule Process

Continued on page 9
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envelope should be the randomization number and treatment allocation for the subject. For eligible subjects, the envelopes will be
opened in sequence. Care needs to be taken that the envelopes
are well sealed. Additionally, the sequence of envelope opening
should be monitored.6 Recently, IVRS (and IWRS) systems have
been widely used in randomized clinical trials. Prior to subject enrollment, the randomization schedule is loaded into the IVRS so that
the investigator can dial in when an eligible subject is available.
After answering questions about the subject’s information, such as
gender, age, race, inclusion or exclusion criteria, the randomization number is provided. The difference between IVRS and IWRS is
that IWRS provides access to the system for the investigator through
the internet. It is obvious that IVRS/IWRS can provide better protection for the blinding throughout the study.

Randomization Schedule: Administration
All the randomization schedules including test files and the final
file must be stored in a secured repository or location with access
limited to only the responsible randomization specialist. Sometimes,
prior to study initiation or after commencement of subject enrollment, modification of the final randomization schedule is requested.
In this case, a new randomization schedule based on the request is
generated and tested, using the same process as the initial request.
However, a notice should be sent out to inform all individuals who
received the original files that the ‘old’ schedule is no longer valid
and must be destroyed. For an interim analysis, the randomization schedule can only be released to an independent statistician,
who is not a member of the study team. In this way the blinded
status of the randomization will be maintained. After database
lock, the randomization schedule can be released following a very
strict procedure after proper approval. When a safety issue or a
potentially life-threatening drug interaction is identified, an urgent
breaking of the blind for this individual subject occurs. A document
must describe this process. Once in the un-blind status, the subject
should exit from this study.

Responsibilities of the Data Manager in Randomization:
During the clinical trial, the randomization schedule is hidden from
the data managers. However, the data manager is responsible for
various tasks related to randomization.

Designing the Randomization Module in the CRF:
In the study start-up phase, the data manager will design the CRF,
including the page with the randomization module. Randomization
modules should be developed according to the protocol design on
treatment. In general, the randomization module includes randomization date and randomization number. Sometimes, the randomization page also includes the treatment information, such as dosing
volume, dosing unit, treatment start date/time and stop date/time.

The other items to be considered in the CRF page may include
the route and frequency of the drug administration, and the total
daily dose calculation. When placing the randomization page into
the CRF casebook, the data manager should determine the position of the page in the sequence of clinical events. In general, the
randomization page should be after the screening visit where the
inclusion and exclusion pages have been entered and the eligibility of the subject is obtained. To avoid the situation where death or
withdrawal of the randomized subject occurs before treatment start,
the randomization page should be placed as close as possible to
the time of actual treatment.

Cleaning Data from Randomization Page:
During the clinical trial conduct phase, the data manager is fully responsible for cleaning data. However, before cleaning randomization data, the data manager should make sure the subject is eligible
for the randomization, for example, all the inclusion criteria are
met and all the exclusion criteria are not met. It requires a query if
the subject was randomized (with randomization date and number
assigned) but an inclusion criteria was not met or an exclusion was
met, or vice versa. Table 4 lists some other commonly used data
cleaning checks associated with the randomization page.

Table 4.
Data Cleaning Checks for Randomization Page
Check Number

Check Logics

1

The randomization form is not present for the eligible subject.

2

Subject has more than one randomization page
record where study does not define.

3

The same randomization number is assigned to two or more subjects.

4

Randomization date exists but the randomization number is missing.

5

Randomization number exists but the randomization date is missing.

6

Randomized date is not between demographic visit
date and the end of the study visit date.

7

Randomization date is later than first dosing date.

8

Date of randomization collection is a future date
relative to when it was entered.

9

Randomization number value is not in the range
of the study randomization schedule.

10

Leading zeros are present in randomization number.

11

Length for the randomization number is not in the length defined in the study.

Continued on page 10
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Database Lock:

References:

Before database lock, all the data, including randomization data,
must be entered and cleaned, leaving no open discrepancies. After
database lock with a blind break, the data manager will provide
the CRF data, including subject dosing data and randomization
data (randomization number) from the database and regimen data
from the study protocol. Using these data, together with the randomization schedule (randomization number and treatment pattern),
the reporting team can do further programming and analysis in
support of a submission.
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Top 10 Ways to Ensure your eClinical Technology is FDA Compliant
By Jennifer Price, CCDM, Director, Clinical Solutions, BioClinica

Abstract

4. Have a plan to “check” incoming data

Keeping up with the FDA requirements related to technology used in clinical trials
can be a full time job for some companies.
There are several FDA guidances related to
using eClinical technology in clinical trials,
with two released in the past year alone.
Below are some considerations for data
managers to keep in mind when evaluating and utilizing eClinical technologies in
clinical trials.

Data being imported from another system needs to go though
some quality steps to assure it is correct. Be sure to conduct a User
Acceptance Test (UAT) with sample data to make sure no data is being lost or altered. It is best practice to check data periodically for
completeness and correctness.

1. Have Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) to document how you
test your eClinical systems
According to Guidance for Industry Computerized Systems Used
in Clinical Investigations1 any system ‘relied on by an applicant in
support of a marketing application’ needs to be tested to make sure
data are being handled correctly. This certainly applies to Electronic
Data Capture (EDC) or Integrated Response Technology (IRT) systems, but can also apply to Clinical Trial Management Systems
(CTMS) and safety systems if you use the data from these systems
to make business decisions. Sponsors should have established SOPs
which ensure that this testing is done with sample requirements documents, testing, and report templates.
2. Have a training plan that includes deactivation steps for inactive
users
Users need to be trained on their specific function in the eClinical
technology systems that they will be using. Training records need to
be kept and updated throughout the trial. It is good practice to audit
these records periodically to make sure users who are no longer on
the team do not have access to the data.
3. Document the source of all incoming data
According to the Guidance for Industry - Electronic Source Data
in Clinical Investigations2, “When a system, device, or instrument
automatically populates a data element field in the eCRF, a data
element identifier should be created that automatically identifies the
particular system, device, or instrument as the originator of the data
element.“ This means that data coming from an IRT or Central Lab
need to have an identifier that shows where the data originated.

5. Make investigators and sites electronically accountable for data
they originate
The investigator is responsible for maintaining accurate case report
forms. If the data on the case report form comes from an electronic
source that originated at the clinical site, the investigator is responsible for that data too.
6. Be smart about how you monitor data to focus on quality
According to Guidance for Industry - Oversight of Clinical
Investigations3 — A Risk-Based Approach to Monitoring “There is a
growing consensus that risk-based approaches to monitoring, such as
focusing on the most critical data elements, are more likely to ensure
subject protection and overall study quality, and will permit sponsors
to monitor the conduct of clinical investigations more effectively than
routine visits to all clinical sites and 100% data verification.” While
we strive for uniformity in clinical trial standards, the reality is not
all sites are created equal. Some sites will need more oversight than
others to ensure eClinical technology is FDA compliant; so create a
plan that documents how you will determine which sites need more
attention than others.
7. Audit your vendor to assure the software is compliant with
guidances (audit trail, user name, etc.)
It is in your best interest to review your eClinical technology vendors’ software development lifecycle (SDLC) to make sure they have
proper processes and procedures in place regarding the release and
maintenance of their software. If you don’t have a Quality Assurance
(QA) group, put together a checklist based on Guidance for Industry Computerized Systems Used in Clinical Investigations1 and ask to see
the vendor’s relevant documentation.
8. Make sure all users understand their role in guaranteeing clinical
data quality
Documenting roles and responsibilities, then making sure training is
done to cover all items on the list is useful to make sure that each user
understands what is expected of them during the course of the study.

Continued on page 12
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9. Create a historical record document for each clinical study
detailing the systems are used, related SOP’s, testing plan/signoff,
changes, users, etc.
It is important to be able to answer questions years after the trial has
ended about which systems were used and what SOP’s were being
followed to conduct the study. By creating a standardized file that
details the systems that were used, the related SOPs, testing plan and
signoff, changes, users, and other important facts, you’ll be ready for
any kind of an audit.
10. Implement CDISC standards
The FDA will be requiring submissions in the CDISC standard format
by 2016, and using standards to promote consistency.

References:
1. Guidance for Industry - Computerized Systems Used in Clinical
Investigations 2007
2. Guidance for Industry - Electronic Source Data in Clinical Investigations
Nov 2012
3. Guidance for Industry - Oversight of Clinical Investigations Draft 2011
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Many of these items may not be the direct responsibility of the data
manager, but it is important to understand the regulatory considerations when considering the use of any technology that is used to store
or manage clinical data.

Register now for the first
SCDM Asia conference
Mumbay, May 31 – June 1, 2013
Join international experts to discuss The Changing Landscape of
CDM: Transformational Trends and Technological Innovations.
Experience the highly thought-provoking educational offer SCDM
has in store for you, including two tracks, forums (as well as an
invitation only ‘Leadership Forum’), workshops, and Q&A sessions.
Discover the exciting program on our website

www.scdm.org
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Managing Patient Reported Events with eDiary Technology
By Wendy Schroeder, RN, BSN, CCRC and Evonne Roberts, BSEE

Abstract
A patient-reported outcome (PRO) is “any report of the status of a patient’s health condition
that comes directly from the patient, without
interpretation of the patient’s response by a
clinician or anyone else.”1 This outcome data
is typically captured by a well-defined and reliable PRO instrument and in recent years has
been recorded by patients electronically using
various technology solutions. Patient reported
adverse events (AE) differ from PROs in that
patients must recall and describe symptoms,
clinic or hospital visits, or significant health interruptions at study-specific intervals or during
clinic visits. These events are then analyzed by
clinicians and the sponsor for relevance and
severity in order to identify Adverse (AR) and
Suspected Adverse Reactions (SAR), appropriate safety monitoring and patient care management as well as reporting
obligations. This article describes eDiary technology and real time clinician/Sponsor review of patient reported AEs with significant advantages
and benefits in data quality, workflow efficiency, reporting compliance,
and patient safety.
When was the last time you went to a library? And, if you went to the
library recently, it was more likely for toddler story time or a speaker presentation than to find the latest information about a topic of interest. I have
a library card buried somewhere in the bottom of my purse but couldn’t
tell you if the issuing library is in operation or still standing for that matter.
I haven’t gone to the library for the same reasons I threw away my set of
encyclopedias… I can research anything on the internet and find volumes
of the most current information electronically. I can find breaking news on
a topic of interest electronically before it is available for publication. And,
I can share the electronic information with almost anyone, in real time,
from the comfort of my home. We live and work more efficiently in the information age with a passion to save the environment and use technology
instead of paper. And now we are seeing the inculcation of the information age pervade the clinical trials industry. Electronic Data Capture (EDC)
systems have replaced traditional paper-based data collection and are

now widely used to improve efficiency and data quality by decreasing
effort and errors associated with multiple iterations of transcription.
The combination of a patient-centric approach to health care coupled
with data collection technology allows participants to play a more active
role in reporting their experiences while participating in clinical trials. A
patient-reported outcome (PRO) is “any report of the status of a patient’s
health condition that comes directly from the patient, without interpretation of the patient’s response by a clinician or anyone else.”1 This outcome
data is typically captured at specified study intervals by a well-defined
and reliable PRO instrument; and in recent years has been recorded by
patients electronically using adapted instruments on various technology
platforms. Patient reported adverse events (AE) differ from PRO in that
patients recall and report descriptive data relative to symptoms, clinic or
hospital visits, or significant health interruptions in retrospect during clinic
visits or at study-required intervals. An AE is defined in the code of federal
regulations (CFR) relative to investigational drugs as “any untoward medical occurrence associated with the use of a drug in humans, whether or
not considered drug related.”2 Different from data recorded on PRO validated instruments or questionnaires, these events are unscheduled and
patients may or may not record the relevant details of their experiences or
undesirable symptoms for subsequent reporting. Additional paper documentation and/or database entry is required by the investigator to answer
the question, “Was there a reasonable possibility that the drug caused the
adverse event?” and whether or not the AE is serious or life-threatening.
A patient may experience an AE on any given day during their participation in the study. When they present to the clinic for either a routine,
symptom-driven, or study visit, they rely on their memory to recall the
symptom and related details such as the date, the time of day, the timing
in relationship to taking their study medication, the duration of symptoms,
any concomitant medication use and the resolution of the symptom. These
patient reported details and any clinician assessments are captured in the
patient’s medical record and the source data is abstracted for data capture on an electronic or paper case report form (CRF). Figure 1 outlines
the usual flow of data when collecting patient reported AEs on paper.

Figure 1: Paper AE Data Flow
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In this model, the FDA has “access only to clinician impressions of

key study personnel (Study Coordinator (SC), Principle Investigator

AEs but not to patient accounts of these events” and as reported

(PI), etc.) can remotely document severity, relationship to investiga-

by Dr. Ethan Basch, there is the possibility of discrepancy between

tional product/causality as well as optionally comment on whether

clinician assessments and patient perception of symptom severity.

or not the AE was “unexpected.”

3

4

Furthermore, the availability of patient reported data becomes even
more critical to clinical trial sponsors who under the amended IND
safety reporting guidance (effective March 28th, 2011) have a severity “opinion” and are obligated to report only those suspected
adverse reactions that are both serious and unexpected.5 See Table
1 for a comparison of the “old” and “new” IND Safety Reporting
regulations and Table 2 for the relevant definitions.
eDiary technology allows patients to report symptoms or AEs in real
time with more detail, better compliance, and greater accuracy when

The investigator can edit the AE and electronically sign off with an
audit trail of the patient’s electronic diary entry as original source.
Technology allows all of the data to be immediately transmitted to
the Sponsor. (See Figure 3 in next page).
According to new FDA guidance, the Sponsor must review this information in the database and determine:
1. if the event is serious or life-threatening based on either the investigator or the Sponsor evaluation of the event,

compared to retrospective reporting relying on recall. In Figure 2,

2. if the event “meets the definition of “unexpected,” based on wheth-

note the patient has an opportunity to make an electronic diary entry

er the event is listed in the investigator brochure (IB); or if the IB is

of an AE at the very moment of the undesirable symptom recording

not required or available, is not consistent with the risk information

details such as the start date and time of symptoms, any concomitant

described elsewhere in the general investigational plan or elsewhere

medication administration, and free text entry of descriptive data.

in the current application.”5

eDiary solutions can be customized with electronic notifications such

3. if “there is a reasonable possibility (Suspected Adverse Reaction

as email and/or SMS text to alert the designated clinician and/or

(SAR)) or conclusive evidence (Adverse Reaction (AR)) that the drug

study team member of the AE. Real-time data synchronization allows

caused the adverse event.”5

the clinician immediate access to the patient reported AE to assess
the symptoms and patient safety and determine next steps for appropriate clinical care. Depending on their role in the study, appropriate

Figure 2: EDC AE Data Flow
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Figure 3: Data Flow to Sponsor

IND Safety Reporting Definitions
(Effective March 28th, 2011)
Replaces the use of the phrase “associated with the use of the drug”
in former 21 CFR 312.32(a)
adverse event

any untoward medical occurrence associated with
the use of a drug in humans, whether or not considered drug related (does not imply causality)

suspected adverse reaction

any adverse event for which there is a reasonable possibility* (evidence
suggests a causal relationship between the drug and the adverse event)
that the drug caused the adverse event (subset of all adverse events)

adverse reaction

any adverse event caused by a drug (subset of all suspected adverse
reactions where there is reason to conclude the drug caused the event)

unexpected

an adverse event or suspected adverse reaction is considered
“unexpected” if, in the view of the sponsor it is not listed in the
investigator brochure (IB) or is not listed at the specificity or severity
that has been observed; or, if an IB is not required or available, is
not consistent with the risk information described in the general
investigational plan or elsewhere in the current application, as amended

serious

an adverse event or suspected adverse reaction is considered “serious”
if, in the view of either the investigator or sponsor, it results in death,
a life-threatening adverse event, hospitalization or prolongation
of hospitalization, persistent or significant incapacity or disruption
of normal life functions, congenital anomaly or birth defect

life-threatening

an adverse event or suspected adverse reaction is considered “lifethreatening” if, in the view of either the investigator or sponsor, its
occurrence places the patient or subject at immediate risk of death

The FDA is looking for meaningful IND safety reporting suggesting
that historically they have received multiple individual serious adverse
event reports that were a drain on resources and not always relevant
(e.g., mortality related to the underlying disease, events unrelated
to exposure to study drug, study endpoint events). Additionally, Dr.
Basch’s research indicates patients tend to report adverse events earlier in their care whereas clinician reporting may “underestimate the
frequency and severity of adverse symptom events as compared with
the patient’s perspective.”3 Using technology potentiates the benefit
of patient-reported AEs with improved:
quality of reporting not reliant on remote recall
patient safety with event data available in real time
safety data tracking with electronic audit trail
clinical understanding and interpretation of patient’s experience with
treatment
patient perception of level of care and attention to undesirable events
The new IND safety reporting guidance requires “reporting certain
adverse events in the aggregate rather than as individual cases, (so
that) it is important for sponsors to collect and evaluate safety data
systematically during product development, including accumulating
safety data”5 Clearly technology is the answer to a systematic collection of safety data inclusive of valuable subjective data best reported by the patients.

Table 1: IND Safety Reporting Definitions

Continued on page 17
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*Examples of evidence that suggests causal relationship
single occurrence of an event that is uncommon and known to be
strongly associated with drug exposure
one or more occurrences of an event not commonly associated with
drug exposure but otherwise uncommon in the population exposed
to the drug
aggregate analysis of specific events observed in a clinical trial
that indicates those events occur more frequently in the drug treatment
group that in a concurrent or historical control group

Comparison of 21 CFR 312.32(a) before and after March 28, 2011 Amendment
OLD
Written IND Safety Report for any adverse
experience associated with the use of the
drug that is both serious and unexpected

Written IND Safety Report for any suspected adverse reaction*(causality) associated with the use
of the drug that is both serious* and unexpected*
(If the event does not meet all 3 definitions it
should not be submitted as an IND safety report)

Inadequate evidence that individual events
were associated with the use of the drug
and should not have been reported

• Specifies circumstances when individual
events meet the reporting requirements
• Specifies circumstances when events should
be considered in aggregate, compared to control
groups and submitted only if the event occurs
more frequently in the drug treatment group
• Sponsors must collect and evaluate accumulating safety data systematically during product
development (continuous pharmacovigilance)

Frequent reports of individual cases for
which there was little reason to believe
the drug caused the event

Sponsor decides how to capture investigator causality assessments to be considered
when determining whether or not to report
a suspected adverse reaction to the FDA

Associated with the use of the drug = reasonable possibility that the experience may have
been caused by the drug (21 CFR 312.64
requires investigators to immediately report all
serious adverse events and provide causality
assessment in a report to the sponsor)

Regardless of the Investigator’s causality opinion,
the Sponsor needs to evaluate available evidence
and make a judgment about the possibility the
drug caused the adverse event (ICH guidelines
recommend this judgment is based on either
the investigator’s or the sponsor’s opinion)

Severity/life threat determined by the investigator

• Investigator opinion of severity
based on observation of the event
• Sponsor to consider broader knowledge of
the drug and aggregate adverse reaction data
in deciding if the adverse event or suspected
adverse reaction is serious/life-threatening

“expected” = “anticipated” for the disease
being treated or population being studied

• “expected” = those adverse events
or suspected adverse reactions listed
in the investigator brochure
• Sponsor needs to determine whether the
event is “unexpected” for reporting purposes
• Optional for the investigator to provide an opinion on whether or not the event is/was “expected”

BA (Bioavailability) and BE (Bioequivalence)
studies in humans exempted from IND
requirements under specific conditions

Safety reporting requirements for BA or BE
studies that are exempt from the IND requirements (any serious adverse event regardless
of whether the event is/was drug related)

Investigators are required to promptly
report all unanticipated problems involving risk to human subjects

A report that meets the criteria for reporting in an IND safety report should also be
considered an “unanticipated problem” and
reported to the IRB by the investigator
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Targeted Monitoring – Where Technology Can Help
By Liz H. Love, Product Manager, Perceptive Informatics

Abstract
Whether you call it Targeted, Risk-Based
or Data-Driven Monitoring, the clinical research world is talking about how to manage a new, more efficient approach to site
monitoring. By reducing on-site monitoring visits, and complementing them with
in-house monitoring approaches, pharmaceutical companies and CROs are hoping to find efficiencies
that do not have a detrimental effect on patient safety and data
quality. Whilst this concept is compelling, savings can only be
made if the right processes are implemented. Data must be used to
drive decisions to defer or reduce monitoring frequency at specific
sites. Without the tools to guide those decisions, it is not possible
to obtain savings – even if, for example, a reduced SDV strategy
is employed.
Using eClinical technology solutions, such as electronic data capture (EDC), randomization and trial supply management systems
(RTSM) and clinical trial management systems (CTMS), and including the data collated from those sources into eClinical metrics can
help your organization to manage the data and make decisions
about which sites need to be monitored. But are those data comprehensive enough to enable decision-making about the process?
This author believes that a more comprehensive, holistic approach
is required to make informed decisions and improve site monitoring.

Why are we considering a Risk Based Approach?
In August 2011, the FDA released a draft guidance regarding
“Oversight of Clinical Investigations – A Risk-Based Approach to
Monitoring”1. This was closely followed by other guidance from
regulatory bodies and industry bodies. As the Pharmaceutical industry realized, this was an opportunity to be more efficient and
effective in a very expensive and time-consuming process without
increasing the risk to subjects or the integrity of study data. A variety of new terms have since sprung into common usage “Data
Driven” & “Targeted Monitoring” are alternatives to “Risk-Based.”
In addition, we are also hearing about “intelligent SDV” and “reduced SDV” (often shortened to iSDV and rSDV) too, with many
conferences focusing solely on this topic.
But what do all of these terms actually mean? We need to take a little time to fully understand the options when implementing a targeted monitoring strategy and consider the wide diversity of variables.
On-site Monitoring = Source Data Verification, Right? Wrong...
Before delving into the full definition of targeted monitoring, we
definitely need to consider the SDV burden of the monitoring visit.
Pharmaceutical companies are becoming more comfortable with a
reduction in SDV, by targeting critical endpoints or employing sta-
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tistical methods when defining the mandatory SDV. However, an important distinction to be made is that monitoring doesn’t necessarily
equal SDV and in this case, it is often more than that. Although SDV
is a significant portion of what the CRA does when at site, they also
spend time on drug accountability, site file checks, following up on
site issues or protocol deviations, site training and a host of other
small, but important, tasks. The CRA has a relationship with the site
that goes beyond simple data checks, and this has to be considered when prioritizing site visits. SDV is an input into the decision,
but when using outstanding workload to determine the effectiveness of a site visit, those other tasks should be part of the discussion.
How do we characterize risk?
There is a growing trend in the industry to start to consider site risk
when deciding which sites to monitor. But how do we measure risk?
To assign a risk “score” to a site, we have to consider all suitable
risk factors. Patient safety is an obvious factor to use, but there are
others, too. The effectiveness of the site to run the study has to be
considered, along with their ability to adhere to the protocol, the
quality of the data they produce and so on. By conducting market
research and reviewing information available in the public domain
on this topic, it seems that every organization has a different way
of assessing site risk.
To address the assessment of site risk, a small number of industry
bodies are trying to build standards in this area. Two groups in
particular – Metrics Champion Consortium (MCC) and the eClinical Forum (eCF) – are driving change in this area and are defining standard lists of metrics which could be used in this scenario.
However, it is likely that every sponsor – and potentially every study
– will need “custom” or “specific” metrics that are only relevant in a
given scenario.
Even if a standard list of metrics is constructed, a calculation based
on those metrics is required in order to determine a “site score” for
risk. There is an opportunity here to be hugely sophisticated by
employing complicated statistical methodologies to arrive at the
final risk score. Whether that is the correct approach, or whether
it is better to use a simple scoring mechanism remains to be seen.
Certainly, a simple approach would seem to be easier to implement
and more likely to gain adoption throughout the industry.
What other factors should we be considering?
Although risk is a very important part of the decision making process, it is not the only consideration. In the same way that SDV is not
the over-riding factor in deciding when there is enough workload
to justify a monitoring visit, neither is risk. Conducting site visits
means deploying resources, which is only possible by understanding the geographic distribution of the sites, across all studies (or
Continued on page 19
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maybe all studies in a program). When considering how to deploy
resources, a cross-study approach is essential. Imagine a CRA living in Texas. In one study, they could be deployed on the US west
coast – the travel is seen to be relatively straightforward. On their
second study, they are deployed on the east coast – again, the
travel is feasible, and all the sites are located in a similar area. The
two studies combined result in a difficulty for the CRA, as they try
to plan their site visits and travel across the whole of the US! Using
a cross-study approach would eliminate this problem and enable
better deployment and a more efficient use of a resource.
When prioritizing site visits, consideration should be paid to the
amount of time that has elapsed since the last visit. To understand
this further, let’s consider two examples:
Site A has a low level of outstanding SDV and is considered low
risk. However, the site has not been visited for 90 days and company SOPs state visits should occur no more than 3 months apart to
ensure a good site relationship is maintained.
Site B has a high risk score due to a number of outstanding issues.
The CRA visited the site within the last week and advised the site
on how to resolve the problems they are facing. The site plan to
address the issues within the next 10 days.
In the first example (Site A), a site visit may be carried out, even
though the data indicate that it is not needed. In the second example (Site B), there is little point in scheduling a visit in the near future,
although the decision should be revisited if the risk score is not
reduced as expected. In both cases, the time since the last visit is
an additional factor that must be considered together with the risk
and workload data, before a practical decision can be reached.
In a similar vein to the example shown above, where time factors
are an important consideration, trigger factors may also play an
important part in scheduling visits. An example of a trigger factor may be a serious adverse event (SAE), which may trigger a
site visit even if the metrics indicate one is not required. Although
similar to time factors (where the recommendation of the metrics is
not followed due to time constraints), trigger factors relate more to
unforeseen events that cannot be planned for in the same way as
a minimum visit frequency.
In addition to the factors outlined above, the human element to decision making should not be underestimated. The CRA’s experience
with the site should be an important part in determining the need
for a site visit, regardless of what the numbers say.
Of course, as we move into an eClinical world, it is often possible
to deal with site issues or work on data queries remotely, by taking
a centralized monitoring approach. Before sending a CRA on a
site visit, it is wise to consider what they will achieve when there. If
the tasks that need attention can only be done on site, then by all
means a CRA should visit. If it can be avoided by a simple phone

call, it is an obvious way to increase monitoring efficiency and is
certainly an approach that is gaining momentum in the industry as
a simple way to reduce monitoring overheads.
What about oversight?
Whenever risk-based decisions are made, there needs to be “oversight.” By this, I mean there needs to be some way of comparing
the results from a given site with the decisions that have been made
about the interactions with it. This could be as simple as monitoring performance over time and aligning that performance with site
visits or in-house monitoring calls. Provided the site interactions have
occurred when they were needed and the site hasn’t languished
through lack of attention, sponsors and CROs can prove that they
have provided “adequate protection of the rights, welfare, and safety of human subjects and the quality and integrity of the resulting
data submitted to the FDA.”1 In addition to providing oversight to the
regulatory authorities, justifying the decisions that are made can be
particularly useful for CROs, who have to justify their actions to their
clients and prove that they are running the study effectively.

Trigger
factors

Obligations

Logistics

Workload

Risk

Prioritization

Human
Factors

Figure 1: Many factors have to be considered when prioritizing site visits

Where can technology help?
Most people would agree that it’s impossible to implement a targeted monitoring strategy without using technology in some form.
The idea of making risk-based decisions is entirely built around
using data to inform the decision-making process. This makes targeted monitoring an ideal process to be supported by an eClinical
application.
Such an application would need to collate data from a number of
eClinical sources – EDC, RTSM, CTMS and Safety to name a few
– and bring the data together to form an initial prioritization. This
prioritization can be arrived at by using both risk and outstanding
work as inputs into a simple algorithm. Providing a simple list of
sites, in priority order, can go some of the way towards helping
decide on the site visits which should be conducted. However, to
gain the greatest benefits from a technology solution, the ability to
Continued on page 20
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visualize the data is an important aspect to the functionality. By
presenting large amounts of data in a way that is easily consumable, a user may be able to swiftly make informed decisions about
the sites that require either an on-site monitoring visit, or even a
remote monitoring call.
To reap the greatest benefits, the targeted monitoring application
should ideally form a part of a full eClinical suite, in order to make
the most of an enabling platform that supports all of the relevant applications. Having close integration and interoperability will ensure
an intuitive user experience across the planning, management and
conduct of the study, throughout all the supported processes.

Conclusion:
There are many terms being used to describe the prioritization
of site monitoring activities. Although it seems that “Risk-Based
Monitoring” is gaining traction in the industry, a more descriptive
term would be “Targeted” or “Data Driven”. Planning the best use
of monitoring resources is about understanding the benefits of conducting a site visit, based on risk, outstanding workload, deployment of resource and the obligations of the study (both regulatory
and contractual/SOP-based) as well as many other factors. Most
importantly, the human element cannot and should not be removed
from the equation – the assigned CRA knows the site better than
anyone and should be able to make a decision based on their
experience with the site.

In conclusion, the role of technology in targeted monitoring is to
collate the data from a number of disparate sources and present
the results to the user in such a way that their decision making
process becomes much simpler. By using a purpose-built system,
users can make site visit scheduling decisions quickly, using an algorithmic approach and use the data for forecasting the need for
future visits. The ability to provide oversight on the decision-making
process also makes the use of technology in this area an attractive
proposition.

References:
1. Guidance for Industry Oversight of Clinical Investigations – A Risk-Based
Approach to Monitoring
Author Biography:

Liz Love is a Product Manager in Perceptive Informatics, and has
been working with users to develop eClinical technology for 11
years. Her focus is on understanding the processes around monitoring and site relationships, and ensuring that supporting technology
is developed in a way that introduces efficiency and is beneficial to
everyday users.

When making these decisions, the role of technology is key in both
providing the necessary data and helping to use the data in such
a way that the initial prioritization can be done automatically. This
can’t be done by using EDC, CTMS, RTSM or Safety systems alone,
but must be carried out using data from all these, and potentially
other systems too, via the use of a converged eClinical suite.
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Enhanced EDC Service, A Case Study - CDISC and caBIG Standards-Based
CRF Library
By Yun Lu, Ph.D., Manager of Clinical Data Management Systems, KAI Research, Inc.; Patti Shugarts, Chief Operating Officer, KAI
Research, Inc.; Wenli Zhang, Ph.D., IT Project Lead, KAI Research, Inc.; Kristy Miller, MPH, Clinical Research Manager, KAI Research, Inc

I. Background and Introduction:

II. KAI Master CRF Library Framework:

KAI Research, Inc. (KAI), a full service Clinical Research Organization
(CRO) offers Electronic Data Capture (EDC) services to provide
eCRFs, real-time data editing and study management for various
therapeutic areas, study phases and data requirements. KAI has supported hundreds of protocols and thousands of sites for sponsors and
users including: government, national and international pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, universities, non-profit organizations, and CRO collaborators. KAI developed data standards for
studies to create the ability to reuse protocol-specific data elements.
In addition to the lack of agreement in data definitions across studies, implementing standards in various operational environments is
also challenging. Until recently, KAI used its proprietary EDC system,
SMART STUDY™© (CDMS4) only to support clinical studies. As technology has advanced, however, KAI reviewed numerous commercial
EDC systems and decided to also offer the OpenClinica Enterprise™©
EDC system to its clients. Some sponsors request KAI implement studies using their preferred EDC system. Thus, within the KAI environment, data:

A master standard library has been developed to help address an
array of challenges encountered during clinical study and data
management by a CRO. As Figure 1 illustrates, the meta-data driven Master CRF Library starts with the content standard, continues
to specific EDC system template implementation, and ends with
preparation of Study Data Tabulation Model (SDTM)1 mapping and
development of SDTM-ready submission datasets.

Are stored in multiple formats with different record layouts
Have different variable names for the same type of data
Utilize different coding systems reflecting the same information
This paper will explore how KAI evolved its standard implementation
process across the various EDC systems to leverage the adoption of
standards in the full clinical trial life cycle. KAI will present this case
study outlining how the Master Library approach has increased quality, provided cost savings, and shortened timelines for database design.

Development of Meta-Data Driven Master CRF Library
The Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC)
SDTM and Clinical Data Acquisition Standards Harmonization
(CDASH)2 are platform independent content standards. KAI initiates the Master CRF Library using a set of Common Data Elements
(CDEs), terms and definitions that are EDC system independent.
Data elements are created following CDISC SDTM v3.1.2. Based
on the review of form templates used in completed and ongoing
studies supported by KAI, additional data elements have been created following SDTM/CDASH standards. Permissible values are
created based on the CDISC controlled terminology3 and other
standardization efforts. The Master Library is used as a foundation
to harmonize conflicting operational EDC system data structures.
The advantages of this approach include consistently defined data
elements, a hierarchy structure for data elements, and centralized
control of standards evolution.

Figure 1: Meta-data driven KAI Master Library Framework

Continued on page 22
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The important components of the KAI
Master CRF Library, as shown in Table 1
and Figure 2, include:
Data Element template with CDE group
(domain), CDE name, CDE definition,
codelist and recommended parameters for
database table setup including data type,
length and format. Vertical database table
structure is preferred to horizontal one
Master CRF templates with CDE annotations
Master set of edits and rules
Meta-data repository to host the developed CDEs, form templates, and supporting
documents.
A total of 133 general overarching data
elements have been identified that can be
used across all study types and therapeutic
areas. These CDEs serve as a foundation for
data collection and provide the platform on
which data sharing standards can be built.
KAI Master CRF Library

Number of CDEs

Adverse Events

10

Demographics

18

Electrocardiogram

7

Enrollment and Randomization

5

Family History

2

Inclusion Exclusion

13

Laboratory Results

5

Laboratory_Tests_Tracking

9

Medical History

5

Pharmacokinetic
Blood Sampling

8

Physical Exam

6

Prior and Concomitant
Medications

12

Study Completion

8

Study Drug Accountability

9

Study Drug_Intervention
Administration

5

Vital Signs

11
Total

Figure 2: CDEs and CRFs in KAI Master Library

Integration of Master CRF Library to
EDC Systems:
Adoption of standards can take place in
any stage along the clinical study life cycle:
from protocol development, data collection,
data storage and archiving, to data analysis, data sharing and data submission. KAI’s
experience implementing standards early in
database design has shown that this effort
can reduce clinical study duration and increase efficiency in the following ways:
Reduce study start-up time and cost
Ensure data collection in a consistent manner and improve data quality
Minimize effort of conversion and validation of SDTM-ready datasets.
In addition, it can facilitate data sharing, improve opportunities for meta-analyses and
comparison of results from different studies, and improve availability of data for the
planning and design of the new trials.

133

Table 1: Master CRF Library by Domain

While the KAI Master Library defines data
content that specifies data commonly collected in a clinical study, it does not specify how
an EDC system utilizes the library for data
collection and storage. Clinical data storage
largely depends on the operational EDC
system structure. EDC system development

is complicated resulting in high validation
cost. As data standards continue evolving,
re-structuring EDC systems to meet the need
of a single standard becomes cost ineffective.
Standards application is a more efficient and
practical approach that facilitates data collection. Data content standards provide organizations, especially CROs, the flexibility
to design their EDC systems. The data standards also provide opportunities for making
decisions whether to improve the structure of
EDC databases to better align with the data
content and sharing standards, and/or to
develop standard mapping specifications to
transform the data from the EDC system into
the data submission and sharing format.
Incorporation of CDEs from the Master
Library into the existing EDC systems includes evaluation of database table schema
and form builder capability, creation of database specific data dictionaries and transformation of the master CRF templates to EDC
specific CRF designs. Implementation of the
Master Library allowed KAI to make form design more efficient, facilitate data collection
and achieve the best balance of the operational cost and standardization needs.

Continued on page 23
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As an example, integration of the master Physical Examination (PE)
form template and CDEs into the two KAI supported EDC systems,
SMART STUDY™© and OpenClinica™©, included:
Analysis of the EDC system operational structures: a rule of thumb
of integration is to make sure to capture all the defined data elements and permissible value components required for use in the EDC
systems. If it is determined that the CDEs are not viable in the EDC
systems, an EDC specific data dictionary and CRF template will be
created. After carefully reviewing the database table schema and
form builder tools of the two EDC systems, KAI determined that the
normalized vertical database table structure of the CRF library works
well in SMART STUDY™© (since it has stronger parent and child form
design capability). However a horizontal structure works better in
OpenClinica™© to facilitate a strong data element level interactive
query management capability.
Development of the EDC specific data dictionaries: Every EDC
customization includes the development of a study data dictionary
which defines each form, data element, entry category, and edit
specification. Based on the EDC system analysis, KAI proposed the
data dictionary to build the EDC specific formatted CRF. There are
four physical examination related CDEs with ten examination categories (codelist) results on PE form as well as four variables in SMART

STUDY™©, ten PE test variables and ten PE comments variables in
OpenClinica™© (Figure 3). These variable names and codelists are
used to map the EDC tables in CDISC format to facilitate data transmission and analysis.
Development of the EDC specific CRF templates: As the final step,
the PE template from the Master Library is integrated to SMART
STUDY™© in a vertical layout with the re-use of the master CDE names
as the table variable names, and CDE definitions as the column
headings. The horizontal structure in OpenClinica™© uses the permissible value labels as the question text on the form and data fields
annotated with the newly defined OpenClinica™© PE table variables.
Creation of SDTM-Ready Mapping and Submission Datasets:
Once the EDC database structure and CRFs have been designed using elements from the Master Library, the mapping of the data to the
CDISC SDTM format can be initiated. EDC specific data dictionaries as well as data collection forms can be gathered and reviewed.
Data quality and integrity are checked. Before any programming
starts, study specific metadata is documented and therapeutic and/
or customized domain requirements are determined. File and variable level documentation are established during this stage, and used
to track the status of the SDTM mapping process. The final data
transformation programs for submission are written and verified. This

Figure 3: Annotated PE CRFs in SMART STUDY™© and OpenClinica™©

Continued on page 24
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Variable

SUBJECTID

Variable Description

Table 2: Mapping of Physical Examination Variables to SDTM PE Domain
Comments

SDTM Domain

SDTM Variable

Required?

Codelist

Data Type

Length

Variable
Sequence

Study Identifier

PE

STUDYID = ‘ABC’

Y

Char

100

1

Unique Subject Identifier

PE

USUBJID

Y

Char

50

2

Char

50

Char

40

3

Char

50

4

Char

100

5

Sponsor_Defined identifier

Increase by 1

PE

PESPID

P

Body System

Prefilled by system

PE

PETEST = “APPEARANCE”

Y

APPERNCE

Normal or Abnormal

PE

PEORRES

E

APPERNCEX

If ‘Abnormal’ is selected,
comments are required

CO

COVAL

1 = normal;
2 = abnormal

Sponsor_Defined identifier

Increase by 1

PE

PESPID

P

Char

50

Body System

Prefilled by system

PE

PETEST = “SKIN”

Y

Char

40

6

Char

50

7

Char

100

8

SKIN

Normal or Abnormal

PE

PEORRES

E

SKINX

If ‘Abnormal’ is selected,
comments are required

CO

COVAL

Y

process ensures data accuracy in the final datasets and the analysis
files as well as quality auditing of SDTM submission.
Data mapping involves complex transformations such as: one to
many, many to one and many to many. Mapping decisions are documented in the data transformation plan. Program testing is performed
via various methods, e.g. battery of frequencies, cross-tabulations
and listings that prove the actual results match the expected results
(Table 2). This methodology harmonized conflicting data structures.

III. Registration of KAI Master CRF Library to NCI caDSR
With data harmonization and integration in mind, KAI’s team performed a gap analysis of the master CRF and CDE structure and
definitions against the National Cancer Institute (NCI) Cancer

1 = normal;
2 = abnormal

Biomedical Informatics Grid (caBIG) standards (the National Cancer
Informatics Program (NCIP))4. The caBIG CDE Browser and Curation
Tool5 was used to map and register the KAI CDEs to the NCI Cancer
Data Standards Registry and Repository (caDSR)6 metadata registry. This effort focused on semantic interoperability between the KAI
CDEs and caBIG vocabularies.
The mapping revealed that 119 elements (as shown in Figure 4) on
15 CRFs harmonized or partially harmonized with caDSR standards.
Having CDISC as a basis for the KAI Master Library ensures compliance with existing standards. Wider audiences can access KAI
developed CDEs and CRFs through the public caBIG CDE Browser.
Figure 4: Screenshot of caDSR with KAI Master CRF Library

Continued on page 25
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IV. Conclusions and Discussions:
While the increased use of data standards
contribute to the current and future data
warehouse and meta-analysis efforts, it is
important to adopt data standards prior to
protocol development. The master CRF library allows KAI to incorporate standards
at the very beginning of protocol and CRF
development. The KAI Library with CDEs
and CRF templates encourages re-use of
data elements, saves time developing study
forms and helps collecting meaningful and
beneficial data to facilitate data analysis
and further clinical research. It also offered
an opportunity for KAI to develop a data
management template (DMT) for clients
and reference the CDEs and CRFs within
that template. Standard adoption at the upstream of the clinical study life cycle minimizes potential gaps.
Standardization of clinical research and
health care data has become a high priority for both government and pharmaceutical
industry. HL7, SNOMED, and LOINC are all
well adopted standards used by health care
information systems. Various agencies at the
NIH including the NCI, National Institute of
Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS)7,
the FDA and CDISC, are attempting to harmonize their data standardization efforts. It
is important to maintain awareness of other
ongoing standardization efforts (CDISC, caBIG, etc.). The KAI Master Library is compatible with these standards (Figure 5).

version 1.0 of the Parkinson’s disease (PD)
Therapeutic Area User Guide10. The latter
effort has helped the KAI CDE team gain
expertise with caDSR and NCI’s Enterprise
Vocabulary System (EVS) registration as we
registered 310 neurological CDEs for the
National Institute of Neurological Disorders
and Stroke (NINDS). The KAI staff of data
managers, clinical trials experts, systems developers, and statisticians continue to adapt
to changing requirements, and strive to stay
abreast of the evolving standards and technologies supporting clinical trials.
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Figure 5: Harmonization of Standards

The KAI standardization effort is funded
by the Altarum Internal Research and
Development (IRAD) program. Not only did
it provide an opportunity for KAI to work
closely with the leading standards organizations, but also increase visibility in the industry. For example, the KAI CDE team, working
with CDISC and the Analgesic, Anesthetic,
and Addiction Clinical Trial Translations,
Innovations, Opportunities, and Networks
(ACTTION) successfully implemented the
CDISC Pain Data Standards v1.0 package8,9. KAI played an active role working
with CDISC and NINDS to release the
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Mentorship in Data Management
By Frances Roque, Lead DM, RPS

Abstract
Some Data Management skills can be
learned such as flexibility, organization
and time management. On the other hand,
there are skills that individuals should have
innately, such as the ability to think and act
decisively when facing challenges. Mentors
can help individuals learn the basic skills
and also influence career paths.
Skills and qualities that a mentor should
have are:
Communication – mentors should be able
to clearly and consistently relay thoughts.
Receptiveness – A mentor should be able
to interact with individuals from all skill levels and cultural backgrounds. They should
be able to work through barriers such as
language or social differences.
Patience and Commitment – There are
challenges and rewards in mentoring.
A mentor should remain determined when
progress is not immediately apparent.
Enthusiasm – a mentor’s ability to create
an exciting environment or inspire innovation can be extremely effective.
In this article, I will share my personal experiences with a mentor as a new-hire, then
my experiences five years later, and finally,
how those experiences have helped me
grow as a Clinical Data Manager (CDM)
and be able to successfully carry out trial
oversight today.

What is a mentor?
A mentor is typically an individual who is
regarded as experienced and can provide
another knowledge, support, and impart
skill sets that will help with advancement
in his or her career. “The mentor is usually
senior, experienced employee who serves
as a role model, provides support, direction,
and feedback to the younger employee
regarding career plans and inter-personal
development, and increases the visibility of the protégé to decision-makers in the
organization who may influence career
opportunities:”.1a

The focus of mentoring is to develop the
whole person and so the techniques are
broad and require wisdom in order to be
used appropriately.1b
A 1995 study of mentoring techniques most
commonly used in business1c found that the
five most commonly used techniques among
mentors were:
1. Accompanying: making a commitment in
a caring way, which involves taking part in
the learning process side-by-side with the
learner.
2. Sowing: mentors are often confronted
with the difficulty of preparing the learner
before he or she is ready to change. Sowing
is necessary when you know that what you
say may not be understood or even acceptable to learners at first, but will make sense
and have value to the mentee when the situation requires it.
3. Catalyzing: when change reaches a critical level of pressure, learning can escalate.
Here the mentor chooses to plunge the
learner right into change, provoking a different way of thinking, a change in identity
or a re-ordering of values.
4. Showing: making something understandable, or using the mentors own example
to demonstrate a skill or activity. You, the
mentor, show what you are talking about by
your own behavior.
5. Harvesting: here the mentor focuses on
“picking the ripe fruit.” It is usually used to
create awareness of what was learned by
experience and to draw conclusions. The
key questions here are: “What have you
learned?” “How useful is it?”
The role of a mentor in Data Management
is as synonymously crucial as the role of
a teacher to a student in early education.
Even in college, we each were assigned advisors to guide us through picking the right
classes to help achieve our professional degree and as we make the first real step in
planning our life long careers. Why should
it be any different with our jobs? There are
some aspects about Data Management that

can be learned, but there are skills that an
individual has to have inherently as well.
There’s a misconception that a data manager’s job is easy. On the contrary, there
are aspects about Data Management that
cannot be learned. To be a successful data
manager, one needs to have a good balance of technical and innate skills and these
skills can be fostered by a data manager
mentor. The relationship that is developed
through mentorship not only can help an individual to be a success in this industry, but
a mentor can also reinforce what it takes to
be a CDM. Having a great mentor can influence an individual’s growth throughout their
professional life and a mentor can act as a
constant presence as our industry continues
to evolve while expectations to deliver quality data remain the same.

CDM 100: Mentor Experience
as a New Hire
When I first started my career in this industry over twelve years ago, I was fortunate
enough to have been assigned a Lead
CDM mentor as part of an extensive training program. She was highly organized,
detail oriented, dependable, flexible, and
patient. The classes the company offered
exposed me to the life cycle of clinical trials,
a few key definitions, and above all, the
practice of data cleaning, but my mentor
was the link I needed to transition all my
newly acquired knowledge into practical,
solid experience. Through our regular faceto-face interactions, I not only understood
the purpose of data management, but I also
recognized the value of delivering quality
data. Furthermore, I gained the confidence
that I needed in making innovative and solid decisions when reviewing the data and
effectively communicating concerns to the
sites or the internal team. What I learned
from working with her and seeing how well
regarded she was by her manager and colleagues, made such an impact to me that
I knew right away that I modeled how my
career should be from her mentorship.

Continued on page 27
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Mentor 2.0: Career and Life Coach
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Some years later, I had another great opportunity to work with a
Senior CDM whom I considered a mentor. She had extensive knowledge of the clinical trials from a data management perspective and
although her experience came with many successes, she also gladly
spoke about challenges and how she was able to work through each
one. She applied the lessons she learned and advocated process
improvements and efficiencies.

1. Mentorship - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

With the way our industry has shifted, I was put in a position to not
only be a successful data manager, but also serve as a liaison to different core groups involved in a clinical trial. This position requires familiarity with how each team functions and what everyone needs to
accomplish to produce quality data. My mentor showed me the importance of taking on a diplomatic approach with the relationships
with each group, keeping an open and perceptive mind, and being
able to think forward and “outside the box.” On the other hand, she
supported and fostered the skills that I already have and still allowed
me to recognize the need to seek for additional support especially
with regards to handling critical issues. With her guidance, I was
able to deliver quality work and managed different expectations,
personalities and work practices, all of which need years of experience to polish. Although she was not assigned as my mentor, I am as
grateful to have had her supervision and encouragement as I work
on advancing my career in this industry.
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Francisco: Jossey Bass. pp. 20
c) Aubrey, Bob and Cohen, Paul (1995). Working Wisdom: Timeless
Skills and Vanguard Strategies for Learning Organizations. Jossey
Bass. pp. 23, 44–47, 96–97
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Conclusion:
Each mentor fulfilled roles at different stages of my career, but both
presented indispensable practical examples of what it takes to be a
successful CDM. They continue to influence the way I present myself
and conduct my daily responsibilities whether I take on a support
or Lead CDM positions. Both roles require patience, receptiveness,
enthusiasm, and above all commitment. Presently, as I work with outsourced teams to carry out trial oversight; I make sure that I am
present and offer assistance where needed, and am able to jump
in and do the “dirty work.” I also try to encourage team members to
ask questions, recognize and efficiently communicate problems and
help them follow the issues through to resolution. I hope that they can
value those experiences as their personal/professional successes.
Regardless of the position you hold or if you are mentor or mentee,
you need to be aware of your actions and what it may mean to
someone. There is always something new that you can learn from
someone else, so why not make it a positive experience?
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PAYMENT: Payment must be received with advertisement. Space reservations cannot be made by
telephone. There is NO agency discount. All ads must be paid in full.

CANCELLATIONS:

Cancellations or changes in advertising requests by the advertiser or its

agency five days or later after the submission deadline will not be accepted.

GENERAL INFORMATION: All ads must be pre-paid. Publisher is not liable for advertisement printed from faulty ad materials. Advertiser agrees to hold SCDM harmless from any and all
claims or suits arising out of publication on any advertising. SCDM assumes no liability, including but
not limited to compensatory or consequential damages, for any errors or omissions in connection with
any ad. SCDM does not guarantee placement in specific locations or in a given issue. SCDM reserves
the right to refuse or pull ads for space or content.
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